
 

A La Carte Floral Planner 

Personal Flowers  
Bouquets are delivered in clear glass vases of water for display.  

Please refrigerate wearables until the ceremony.	

Ceremony Flowers 
It is common to relocate the ceremony florals to the reception after the ceremony, for example the hanging 
jars can be relocated to dinging tables and the statement pieces placed at the base of the sweetheart table.	

Item Description Price per Quantity Subtotal

Bridal bouquet Garden-inspired, hand tied bouquet of the season's 
best blooms, finished with coordinating ribbon.

$350

Bridesmaids 
bouquets

Inspired by the brides bouquet, tied off with ribbon 
coordinated to your color palette.

$175

Petit bouquet Perfect for the mothers, flower girls, or a toss. $85

Flower crown Wearable flower halos for a romantic wedding, 
finished with ribbon for an adjustable fit.

$175 adult 
$95 child

Boutonnieres Pinned floral accents, typically for the groomsmen, 
officiant, ring bearer and family members.

$30 adult 
$20 child

Wrist corsages Floral decorations typically for female family 
members, ribbon tied to the wrist.

$50

Dog adornments Choose a corsage for small dogs, or a flower crown 
for medium & large dogs. Tie around the collar.

$50, $95, 
or $175

Flat flay flowers An assortment of flowers and foliage for the 
photographer to use when styling photos.

$30

Subtotal
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Statement pieces Large arrangements can be used to create a 
grounded meadow display for the alter or aisle.

$350

Garlands of 
greenery

For each 4’ section - hang multiples on your arch, 
the champagne station or the get-away car.

$165

Chair décor Hanging jars filled with flowers and foliage. $85
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Reception Flowers 
For a full table surface we recommend a mix of three jars/bottles per table, depending on the size and type 

of table, more may be needed, for example on long banquette tables, order at least 5 for an 8 top.	

Color Palette Suggestions  
Interpretations of these color combinations will vary naturally throughout the seasons. For very specific color 

palettes, please consider a Full Service package. Most Popular Color Combinations we grow: 

Soft sunset - blush, peach, & cream with pops of terracotta or burgundy. 

Bright citrus - light and dark orange, yellow, & bright greens, with pops of white. 

Wild & vibrant - almost every color in the rainbow in bright & saturated tones. 

Classic neutral - white, cream & green, with neutral accents, such as brown or blush. 

Autumn leaves - warm golds, yellow, oranges and reds, with browns, reflecting the season 

Prices are valid for floral orders placed by the end of 2023. 
A la carte packages must meet a minimum of $1,800 before tax and delivery. 

A 50% deposit is required to secure your date. 
Tax is not included in the above prices, we use the current rates for Bishop, CA. 

Pick up your flowers for free at the farm in Bishop, CA.  
Curbside delivery to Mammoth Lakes starts at $175. Please inquire for set up and tear down rates. 

Toss petals Paper cones filled with fresh or dried flower petals. 
Order for all or enough for the aisle seats. 
*Check with the venue to see if this is allowed.

$10

Subtotal
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Focal arrangements Create a beautiful moment to pause, use at the 
welcome table or bar.

$250 

Centerpieces Vase is approx. 5.5" wide x 3" tall, flower max 
of 14” and width about 15" total.

$175

Small table 
arrangements

16 oz mason jars or similar size vase, filled with 
flowers, total width of arrangement about 9”.

$95

Bud vases 5 glass bottles/small vases in a mix of shapes 
and sizes with about 3 stems in each.

$100

Edible flowers Use to garnish cocktails, food, & desserts, 
priced per 50 individual flowers.

$16

Subtotal
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